
BACKGROUND: PRACTICE TO MULTI-OFFICE TO DSO
Dr. Michael Riccobene has always been interested in BETTER. When he was growing his first office outside of Raleigh, NC, he was constantly 
striving to deliver better patient care with better technology to deliver better results. He expanded his practice by adding one office, then 
another, then another, and began to realize efficiencies that made administration of his practice better. These efficiencies and increased buying 
power enabled him to deliver higher-quality dentistry to more patients.

But he wasn’t done.

To bring his brand of high-quality, technology-driven dentistry to even more patients, Dr. Riccobene continued to grow his practice. He opened 
new offices, and purchased others. He soon realized that the efficiencies needed to sustain and grow all of his offices might best be served by a 
DSO, so he did his research...and decided to create one himself.

CHALLENGE: GROWING & RETAINING FEE-FOR-SERVICE PATIENTS
RAPIDLY GROWING THEIR 
FEE-FOR-SERVICE PATIENT BASE

In his new role leading his multi-office DSO in cities throughout North Carolina, Dr. Riccobene 
began analyzing his practice demographics and noticed some glaring deficiencies. On one 
hand, he knew that growing the small percentage of fee-for-service patients in his practice 
would increase profitability by reducing his dependence on dental insurance. On the other 
hand, keeping those uninsured patients engaged in their oral health was a challenge.

While his buying power and consolidated systems allowed him to bring his costs down, 
fee-for-service growth and retention was still an issue...so Dr. Riccobene looked for 
something Better.

SOLUTION: MEMBERSHIP PLANS WITH DENTALHQ
A conversation with his colleague Dr. Brett Wells led to him partnering with DentalHQ, which 
allowed him to easily create, administer, and customize in-house membership plans. 
Subscription dentistry was the key, Dr. Riccobene realized, to not only retaining uninsured 
patients, but growing his fee-for-service patient base.

He implemented DentalHQ across his offices in August of 2017, and very quickly, Dr. 
Riccobene saw results. His OMs raved about how easy it is to set up and use, but more than 
that, they appreciated how it increased their ability to provide care for their patients.

“Our staff loves caring for our patients,” Dr. Riccobene said, “and DentalHQ allows them more 
opportunities to provide that care – before, many of our uninsured patients weren’t coming 
in regularly and would refuse treatment plans, and now we’re seeing increased compliance 
and increased case acceptance. Our staff loves that. And so do our patients.”
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PLAN,Dr. Michael Riccobene has always been interested in BETTER. When he was growing his first office outside of Raleigh, NC, he was constantly 
striving to deliver better patient care with better technology to deliver better results. He expanded his practice by adding one office, then 
another, then another, and began to realize efficiencies that made administration of his practice better. These efficiencies and increased buying 
power enabled him to deliver higher-quality dentistry to more patients.

But he wasn’t done.

To bring his brand of high-quality, technology-driven dentistry to even more patients, Dr. Riccobene continued to grow his practice. He opened 
new offices, and purchased others. He soon realized that the efficiencies needed to sustain and grow all of his offices might best be served by a 
DSO, so he did his research...and decided to create one himself.


